ou have just
received a telegram from your
associate, biologist
Aaron Avery,
asking you to be
part of a biological
research team studying new alien lifeforms.
Two unhatched eggs of an unknown
species have been transported to the new
Zekford biological research space station
for further study.
Upon arrival at Zekford, you
'.
immediately sense danger. A
chill shoots up your spine as
"you notice the receptionist is
lying lifeless next to her desk.
You turn, only to realize that
~ .:. ~
the door behind you has closed and a
display reads "No Exit No Escape." Some.thing has taken over and is now after you.
You must penetrate into Zekfords inner
levels and gather the necessary components to build a weapon capable of
destroying the alien. With a wide
array of armaments, you reduce the hordes

l

1."

of reprogrammed robots and monsters to
space dust Your most important resource
is the central computer system. Its many
stations and terminals contain vital
information, but you must first find and
decipher the correct passwords to gain
entry to the system.
Alien Mind contains over 100 different
robots and monsters who have been
individually programmed with their own
distinctive logic, sound, and animation.
Weapons at your disposal
include lasers, energy shields
and "conductors" which
produce a power surge that
slow down enemies.
"Keycards" are scattered
'----'
about the station and are
used to open doors and activate elevators.
Alien Mind will test your intelligence,
your agility, and your
very inner strength.
Will your mind stand
up to Alien Mind?
Only time will tell.

Alien Mind requires an Apple IIGS w/512k. MDldeas SuperSonic Stereo Card, Joystick, RGB monitor and
1 meg of ram recommended.
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four years.

History
Not more than 500 years ago, man first began his
serious space settlements. Oh, the first ones were
nothing to brag of, but they were space settlements
nonetheless. Colonies of twenty or so people would live
in atmospheric tanks, large enough to just barely be
called comfortable

By this time, however, several more communities
had been started, and the fall of the first three daunted
no one. In fact, the later ones seemed to be thriving so
well that average community members were sent up, as
opposed to just scientists. This final step made it
possible to create the first actual domestic environments
outside of Earth.

The first settlement was Sig Des I, a community of
fourteen distinguished physicists and biologists sent to
test the effects of lower gravitational forces on various
common lifeforms. Although the project was an
immediate success, the inhabitants were still dependent
on outside sources for their survival. In fact, the idea of
a self-sufficient community outside of Earth was almost
laughable at the time.

And this was more than lucky. Earth had been
experiencing population problems for 400 years, and in
the last hundred, it seemed as though the problem grew
more and more unsolvable as the number of people
increased exponentially. Space communities seemed
the only plausible path for mankind to take, as chaos
became prevalent and resources waned on Earth. With
the many hunger crises occurring, the demand for land
became the dominant problem for every country.

Fortunately, technology was quick to take the cue.
Strong efforts were made to find cheaper ways of
building atmospheric tanks and equally strong efforts
were made to find more efficient ways of producing food
in limited amounts of space. Settlements were expanded
to incorporate more living quarters, and even fairly large
expanses of land with earth-imported soils.

Two hundred years later the number of people
living in space far outnumbered the amount on Earth.
Transportational advances allowed fairly frequent and
low-cost travel between communities, and thus, trading
lines and waystations emerged. Because of the high
amount of interaction that took place, these settlements
ran fairly smoothly.

Though many of the initial communities ended up
in shambles, hope was never lost. Due to the
persistence of several key individuals and the support
they received, several self-dependent communities
were launched. Two were located on the moon, and one,
later, on Mars. Though these projects seemed able to
support themselves quite aptly, none lasted more than

However, making larger communities was a hard
task indeed. The materials used to make atmospheric
protective bubbles, though much cheaper than
previously, were very expensive. Furthermore, the
amount of ma terial needed to make a larger settlement
far outweighed the amount of land gained in the process.

Alien Mind
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Though space settlements could thrive, expansion
seemed infeasible. Thus, for the next hundred years, no
real advancements were made in this area.
The field of biology was another subject altogether.
Man's limits of exploration had already taken him far
outside of our original solar system. Research teams had
been sent out to explore every corner of every planet
discovered. Far from the most obscure space settlement,
avid scientists studied and studied, and small
breakthroughs were made almost daily.
However, these were insignificant when compared
to their discovery of the Herzgod I system. This solar
system had seven planets orbiting a sun much like
Earth's. The amazing thing, though, was that on two
planets, lifeforms were found thriving and multiplying.
The word was spread immediately, and everyone's
interest flared. Not only was this the first time life was
found outside of Earth, but it seemed as though humans
might be able to inhabit these planets.
Of course, the study of these new lifeforms led to
many breakthroughs in medicine and other related
fields. In fact, new discoveries became almost
commonplace. Biological research became the most
respected field, though physicists and engineers were
very instrumental in the process. Without the
development of light speed thrusters, and plutonium
energy packs as standard forms of energy, for example,
these biologists would never have reached Herzgod 1.

had been transported out or ruined by our own misuse
through the centuries. Our original planet became little
more than a tourist attraction and a symbol of romantic
fantasies. Man had truly progressed past the Industrial
Age into the Space Age. Life was no longer equated to
and dependent on Earth, and the population problem
was solved.
This is not to say, of course, that there were no
problems. Just as on Earth, some colonies seemed to
flourish as others starved. Once personal space cruisers
became a part of everyday life, pirate ships began
terrorizing cargo transport units left and right. People
were needed to help the downtrodden communities and
uphold justice at the same time.
Fortunately, many people were willing to lend a
helping hand. The first Intergalactic Nobel Peace Prize
was awarded to one Victor Samuelle, who set up the
Intergalactic Peace Corps, dedicated to helping those
who are starving or in need. They began extensive
projects trying to make various communities more
self-sufficient and economically stable.
Another Intergalactic Nobel Peace Prize was
awarded to Steven O'Conner who formed the Zom Unit.
This unit started as a band of volunteers dedicated to
halting the threat of pirate ships. It soon gained official
recognition and quadrupled in size.

Back on Earth, resources waned. The people still
living there were few and scattered, as all the usable soil

These two forces kept doing their respective jobs
with a vigor that seemed almost inhuman. And the.
results were obvious. Many communities owed theIr
entire existence to the Intergalactic Peace Corps, and the
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Zorn Unit.
The success of these two forces was obvious. In any
area where they were at work, one could expect a happy
and safe set of communities. However, as the realms of
mankind expanded, they found themselves too few and
too spread out. They could not even hope to help
everyone in the states they were in.
Thus, many attempts were made in each to expand
their numbers and expand their efforts. Both units grew,
but not at a rate that was even slightly comparable to how
fast mankind's population was growing. It became
apparent that the key to any success that they might
have in the future was an organizational change.
Heads of both groups met ~hd agreed to join forces
and become an intergalactic force dedicated upholding
peace and justice. With a new name, the Galactic
Guardians renewed their efforts with more energy than
ever. Their president, whom they called the Galactic
Guardian, was revered throughout all communities as a
saint and a bringer of goodwill.
As all this was going on, Herzgod I became a center
of space settlements. However, two neighboring solar
systems, Herzgod II and III seemed even more
promising. More life was found in Herzgod II than
anywhere else known to man, and in a matter of thirty
years, it became the capital of mankind, as Earth had
once been long ago.
In Herzgod II was also where the first real space
stations grew. Though space communities flourished, it
Alien Mind
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didn't take long for us to want and need more. Space
stations provided their own systems of gravity, and could
be built incredibly large. Thus, it seemed apparent that
they would become the wave of the future.
Space stations soon became commonplace in
Herzgod II. Each would have several floors, and .some
even had up to forty or fifty. Living quarters, eatIng
quarters, recreational facilities, and much more made.
these space stations luxurious havens for those who lIved
in them.
Each was usually completely interlinked through a
central computer system by which people could
communicate and work. Education, research,
mechanical operations, and much more were controlled
through terminals that linked to this central computer.
However, space exploration had not been
discontinued. In fact, another solar system was soon
discovered that seemed to be imbued with even more
life-giving resources than Herzgod II. Quickly named
Herzgod IV, this solar system seemed almost t?O good to
be true. Five out of nine planets supported theIr own
lifeforms, and many of these were even tamed.
Some of the first alien lifeforms that could be
compared to ancient pets or work-animals were br?ught
into settlements from Herzgod IV. Natural plutonIum
sources were abundant too, and to all concerned,
Herzgod IV seemed a veritable Garden of Eden.
The exploration of Herzgod IV started only four
months ago, and already plans are being made for
Alien Mind
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habitation. Near and far, a universal excitement has
arisen, and hopes are high that the developments there
could lead to many new advancements. In fact, the new
Zekford Space Station is already in the works. This highly
ambitious project consists of a relatively small space
station inhabited by a collection of the leading biologists
and physicists known to mankind. The future that
Herzgod IV seems to foreshadow looks promising
indeed ...

Personal Background
Twenty-seven years ago in the small community of
Utopos, a small boy named Timothy Hunter was born.
Alert and energetic would most aptly describe him. It
seemed that nothing could keep him still, and he was
always finding new interests.
Even when he was only eight years old, he would
never be caught at home. Always exploring, always
outside, always finding new and different sources of
entertainment, he could most often be found where he
shouldn't be.
Though his parents often found him impossible to
control, they let many of his eccentricities slide. He
easily received excellent marks from the Educational
Bureau, and was accepted to the finest Academy of
Higher Learning in all of Herzgod III.
As a freshman, he joined the orchestra where he
met another individual much like himself, Aaron Avery.
They soon became best friends, though Aaron was
actually two years older. They shared new ideas and new
interests with a passion, and it didn't take long till they
were inseparable comrades.
However, the time finally came when Aaron
graduated, and the two had to split up, though they kept
in touch as often as possible.

Alien Mind
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As this boy, now a young man, continued to surprise
his professors, Aaron Avery went on to become an
extremely renowned biologist and engineer. A year later
Aaron married Judy Selmite, another leading biologist
and continued on with his career. Now a senior, the first
man, Timothy Hunter, was already gaining some fame of
his own. His future looked extremely bright to all who
knew him, and his quick mind was able to grasp even the
hardest concepts easily.

moved to the new laboratory, despite the fact that it is
unfinished.
The future is looking bright indeed. In a matter of a
few short weeks, you will most likely be beginning a
project that could launch your career to its utmost limits.
And you are ready ...

As soon as he graduated, he joined his old friend
Aaron on a project that he was working on: Project
Transit. Though he started during the middle, he was a
vital part of it's completion. This project was
revolutionary indeed. Together, they developed the first
useable teleportation device. Though it was only useable
for short distances, and still had several dangerous
quirks, Aaron Avery won an Intergalactic Nobel Physics
Prize for his efforts. During his acceptance speech he
distinctly accredited much of the project's success to his
oldtime friend and associate.
You are his oldtime friend, Timothy Hunter, a now
distinguished and recognized biologist and physicist.
After Project Transit, you both opted to split apart once
more and take a small respite from your work.
However, with the discovery of Herzgod IV, all sorts
of opportunities and interests have been sparked. Both
you and Aaron have been selected as part of the elite
group of researchers who will inhabit the new Zekford
Laboratory, which is presently being completed.
Extremely excited, you have both kept in close contact,
and though you are still on Utopos, Aaron has already
Alien Mind
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Introduction

Upon reading his telegram, you feel a rush of
energy almost overwhelm you. You immediately begin
packing and set off for the new Zekford Station.

While enjoying your vacation on the moonlit shores
of Utopos, you receive a telegram from your old friend
and associate, Aaron Avery.

A new project awaits you, but even more important,
a new life. The Zekford Station will surely submit some of
the greatest contributions ever to science and to
mankind in general. And to think. .. you'll soon be part of
it.

Galactic Union Telegram
I Space Log 2506 21 : 00
I
I From : Aaron Avery
I To : Timothy Hunter
I

Bursting with energy, you rush to the new Zekford
laboratory, dreaming of the glory and excitement that
your new life will bring you.

I
I

Biologist Ho!
Hey Tim, I hope you ' re enjoying your vacation . .. All five levels of the new Zekford Space Station are complete now.
It ' s
more wonderful than we could have ever hoped for!
There's an
extensive laboratory , recreational courts , luxurious living
quarters and of course a stunning lobby and control deck . Seeing it finally complete almost brings tears to my eyes .

Upon entry into the station, you immediately notice
that something is wrong. Fear shoots through your spine
as you notice the receptionist lying dead next to her desk.
You turn instinctively, only to find that the door has
closed behind you and a digital display reads "No Entry.
No Escape."

However , this is not why I am sending you this telegram.
There ' s even better news .
During a routine inspection of the ancient , lifeless planet
Tauri, two unhatched alien eggs were found preserved in glaciers . Apparently , they have been there for more than 3000
years , and Tauri , according to all our calculations , was never
able to support life .

Apparently, one of the two alien eggs has hatched,
and a super-intelligent alien has wreaked havoc on the
new Zekford Laboratory. After reprogramming all robots
and mind-controlling all lesser alien lifeforms, it set
about extinguishing all intelligent life within the area.
Bent on destruction, it achieved it's goal, killing all
humans in the entire station. All except one ...

Amazingly enough , there are already theories suggesting that
the DNA in these eggs may program code for a protein that could
solve the monumental hunger problems of the yeast - infected islands of Rappaport.
What ' s more , the Institute of Biological Engineering has chosen
our research team t o study these eggs. Project Discovery is
now officially ours , and I ' ve heard that one of the eggs may
even be hatching ... This is great news indeed.

L

- Aaron
__________ _______________________
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You suddenly receive a call over your
telecommunicator. It's Aaron, and he's OK. Together,
you must communicate and find a way to destroy the
alien before it leaves the station and causes even more
Alien Mind
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mayhem.
However, the task will not be easy. You will have to
penetrate deep into a Space Station where the very walls
have turned against you. Beserk robots, maniac defense
systems and vicious alien lifeforms will attempt to stop
you at every turn. But don't give up hope!
If you are careful and courageous, you will be able to

solve the many tasks and get past the perils that await
you. You must run from terminal to terminal, gathering
valuable information from Aaron Avery. At each one you
will have to put together clues to figure out the
appropriate passwords and eventually produce a super
weapon to neutralize the alien and save the space
station.
Your intelligence is being tested.
Your stamina is being tested.
Your agility is being tested.
Your very inner-strength is being tested.
Will your mind be able to stand up against the Alien
Mind. Only time will tell ...

Getting Started
Alien Mind runs on the Apple IIGS and requires
512k and an Apple 3.5" disk drive. RGB monitor and
MDldeas SuperSonic stereo card recommended.
Within your software package, you should have a
two disk set and complete documentation. It is very
important that you read the documentation, as there are
valuable clues and hints interspersed.
To start Alien Mind up you must turn your
computer off, insert Game Disk 1 into drive 1, and turn
the machine on. Clicking your mouse button or pressing
a key will allow you to escape from the title music and
bring you to the Option Screen.
From the Option Screen there are several key
options that you may choose. Just move the mouse up
and down to select different options and click on the
corresponding area to select.
Note: to reboot Alien Mind, you must power-off the
computer.
Start Game

Starting the game will start a completely new game.
You will leave your personal space cruiser and enter into
the lobby of the Zekford Station to begin your quest.

Alien Mind
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Resume Game
Resume game will allow you to continue a game that
you saved previously. After choosing the option, insert
your character disk in drive 1, and press the number
corresponding to the game number which you want to
resume.

Alien Mind is a fast-action, highly responsive adventure.
In order to effectively play the game, it is important to
understand the controls completely.
Moving and Firing

View High Scores
By choosing this option, you can view the top five
scorers and what scores they achieved. But don't be
dismayed... High scores were made to be broken.
About the Authors
This function will allow you to find out information
concerning the authors of Alien Mind.
Input Selection
The three red options allow you to choose what
method of gameplay you desire. You may choose either
Apple Mouse, Joystick, or Keyboard.
Sound Control
Alien Mind fully supports the MDIdeas Supersonic
Stereo card to achieve complete stereo sound. If you
have a Stereo Card, selecting stereo will be beneficial. If
you do not, you should leave the setting on Mono. You
may also turn sound off altogether here. All three of
these options are indicated in green lettering.

Alien Mind
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You, Timothy Hunter, are represented by the man
in the center of the screen. You may control your man
with either mouse, joystick, or keyboard. The device you
wish to play with may be selected from the Option Screen
or during the game itself with the appropriate keyboard
commands.
As you are playing Alien Mind you will find that you
can interact with the environment quite well. Certain
weak footings will cause your man to trip and lose
valuable time or energy. By jumping, you can keep this
problem from occurring. Furthermore, although your
man cannot walk through tables, chairs, or other low
objects placed within the Space Station, he can shoot
over them if they are low enough.
By jumping towards certain chairs, your man will
actually jump into the chair and assume a seated
position. This is often necessary if you wish to log onto
terminals in front of seats. To leave your seated position,
merely press the fire button once.
A mode of transportation that you will undoubtedly
find useful is the energy saucer. As the Zekford Space
Station was richly endowed, it is fortunate enough to have
Alien Mind
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saucer dispensers in key places for ease of movement.
An energy saucer is simply a field of energy on which a
person may sit and travel effortlessly. As this field hovers
several feet above the ground, it is also a wonderful way
of avoiding tricky footing or electrical tramlines. To exit
your saucer, simply jump off of it.
Ctrl-"A"

Mouse Control

If you have selected mouse control, the direction
that you move your mouse will change the direction that
your man faces. You need not keep moving the mouse
once you have chosen your appropriate direction. In
order to actually begin movement, you must press down
the mouse button, and keep it pressed until you wish to
stop again. If you move the mouse without pressing t~e
button, your man will remain motionless, though he wIll
face the appropriate direction.

Pressing the open-apple button will cause your man
to fire in the direction he is facing. Pressing the option
button will cause your m an to jump in the direction he is
facing.
Ctrl-"J"

Joystick Control

If you have selected joystick control, moving your
joystick in the appropriate direction will make your man
move in that respective direction. Centering the joystick
will cause your man to stop and face the last direction in
which he was moving. Pressing button 0 will make your
man fire, and pressing button 1 will make your m an
Jump.
Alien Mind
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Note: you must set the joystick positions before
beginning. If they are set incorrectly, the joystick will not
make the proper movements.
Keyboard Control

Ctrl-"K"

If you have selected keyboard control, you will move
your man with the numeric keypad located on the right
hand side of the keyboard.

7

8

9

4

5

6

1

2

3

Pressing "5" will stop your man, leaving him facing
his last direction, and pressing any of the surrounding
keys will move your man in the appropriate direction.
Pressing Open-Apple will cause your man to fire in the
direction he's facing and pressing Option will cause your
man to jump in the direction he's facing.
Note: In all modes, your man will stop for a brief period
of time when he shoots. Holding down any fire button
will thus keep your man stationary, although you may still
change the way he is facing.
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Items
While playing Alien Mind, you will come across a wide
assortment of objects lying about the station. Each has
its own attributes and benefits and can be invaluable in
times of need. In order to pick up an item, you must
merely move your man over the space it occupies.
Key Cards
The Zekford Laboratory has one of the most
efficient security systems yet, as many of the
developments that will be happening there will be
extremely confidential. In addition to the security robots
and electrical defense systems, the doors themselves
have been built of a metallic alloy fourteen times
stronger than the average form of steel. Key Cards of the
proper priority number or higher will open these doors,
though forcefully trying to budge them is more than
futile.
Keycards are red colored rectangular shaped
objects. They will be placed all over the Space Station
and can even be found under stationary monsters.

had s.ome be~ter .type of protection than the average
clothIng. ShIeldIng devIces will answer this wish. When
you pick up an energy shield, for a limited amount of
time (shown by the counter marked "Energy Shield"),
your m.an will remain invulnerable to the many attacks
he receIves. Due to the nature of the protective field
surrounding your man, he will appear to have a black
force field around him for the duration of the shield's
effect.
Note: If you get onto an energy saucer, it will negate
the effect of the energy shield. In order to actually start
your shielding device, you will need to resume normal
walking as a means of transportation.
Energy Shields look like round metallic grey objects
with red and white colored centers.
Ammunition Packages
Each time your man shoots, he will lose one
~artridge from his cartridge supply. It is thus very
l~por~ant ~o keep your supply high; running out in a
tIght SItuatIon could be deadly. Each ammunition
package that you pick up will supply you with another 40
cartridges.

Note: There are several doors within the Space Station
that require high level security cards. Normal key cards
will not open them, and higher level key cards are
extremely rare.

Ammunition packages look like a series of three
gold colored bars.

Energy Shields

First Aid Kits

When you are bombarded by the hordes of
creatures who wish to destroy you, you will wish that you

As you progress through the various floors of the
Space Station, you will undoubtedly take damage. The
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only ways to prevent this are to dodge monsters shots,
but this is impossible to keep up for long amounts of
time.
Fortunately, there are ways of healing yourself. By
using a first aid kit, you can regain 300 points of energy,
enough to save your life in many instances. It is a foolish
player indeed that passes up the chance to use a first aid
kit...
First Aid Kits are denoted by the Red Cross Symbol.
Conductors
One of the most powerful tools you will find while
you are on your quest is energy conductors. These small
devices can often seem less powerful than they actually
are. By flipping the switch on the top, you will cause an
energy surge that will short out all electrical devices in
the area. In the dark, all robots and alien lifeforms will
travel at half their normal speed, thus making them
easier targets and weaker foes. The effect of an energy
conductor will last only as long as the timer marked
"Conductor" indicates.
Conductors are diamond shaped multi-colored
objects.
Guns
When you first arrive at the Space Station, you will
have little more than your needle gun. With this and
your own physical and mental prowess, you will have to
get past incredible obstacles.
Alien Mind
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Fortunately, you may be able to find better guns as
you progress. With the aid of a laser gun, or better yet, a
photon cannon, facing the perils that await you will seem
much easier indeed. Guns are scattered throughout the
station and when a better gun is picked up, the greater
weapon is automatically utilized.
Miscellaneous Items
As you are playing, you will find that your quest
entails much more than just fending off monsters. You
must penetrate deep into the space station and find a
way to actually kill the Alien. In doing so, you will have to
overcome many unforeseen obstacles.
Fortunately, you will find various items that can
help you solve these problems. Keep a watchful eye.
Don't pass by any objects that could be useful tools in the
future.
Advice: certain events must happen in certain order. Do
not skip any steps.
Enemies
The Alien that has gotten loose in the Zekford Space
Station is more than just intelligent. After hatching, it
took no time at all for it to reprogram all the defense
systems and robotic units to destroy human lives. It
wasn't much longer before it had all lesser alien lifeforms
mind-controlled. Simple pets became walking
nightmares, and work-animals became living hell. All
creatures that once served man were turned into vicious
Alien Mind
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killers.
During your adventure, you will have to face all
these creatures and more.

anything. Crea tures who were once friendly will now
maliciously atta ck you. Your very livelihood will be at
stake: take no chances.
Terminals

There are over 100 completely unique creatures in
Alien Mind, each having it's own distinct appearance,
physical stamina, and movement p~tterns. The o~e
thing that they all have in common 1S that they w111 be
bent on destroying you if they notice you.
Normal robots and alien lifeforms will, in fact,
navigate through rooms and around obstacles to get to
you. Some, who have the a~ility, will s~oot rampantly at
you from long distances wh1le others w111 only try to
damage you when they are at close range.
As you are walking through a seemingly harmless
room, you may find yourself in an extremely da?gerous
mine field. Setting off mines or traps can sometImes be
more than just detrimental.
Electrical defense systems can also impede your
progress. Built very strongly, they are hard to destroy,
and if you touch one without the protection of an energy
shield, an electrical current will pass through your body,
causing you to loose valuable energy.
Other defense systems will shoot lasers at you from
their imbedments deep within the protective walls of the
station. Turrets can also be in plain view, just waiting to
make your acquaintance ...
Cautious should be a word to live by. Don't trust
Alien Mind
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During your journey through the Space Station, your
future will nev,e r be stable. Often, things that you are
counting on might not work out. Even the best of plans
may go awry.
You will not be alone though. Your long-time friend
Aaron Avery is also somewhere within the Space Station.
By using the central computer system, you two will be
able to communicate and devise your final plans.
Unfortunately, the Alien can also tap into the
central computer system. In fact, it will try it's hardest
to discover your plans and thwart them at every turn.
You must try your best to keep him from overviewing
your conversations if you wish to survive. By making
passwords that the Alien can't figure out, you may be
able to keep him off your trail.
In order to access the central computer system, you
must log onto a terminal. To log onto a terminal, face the
respective terminal and press [RETURN].
Note: If there is a chair in front of the terminal, you must
be sitting in the chair in order to gain access to that
terminal.
Getting onto the terminal is only half the battle,
though ... Once you are on, you will have to figure out how
Alien Mind
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to gain access to the actual data it holds. Simply stated,
you will need to know the password.
Fortunately, Aaron will be lending his helpful hand.
By giving you hints, he will clue you into where to go, and
what the correct passwords are, without letting the Alien
know what's going on. Or that's the gameplan at least...
Hint: you may wish to have a pen and paper for mapping
tricky areas or writing down any hints or directions that
you receIve.
Getting lost or forgetting clues can be a deadly
setback. It is also important to realize that you must
follow Aaron's instructions closely. Deviating from the
path can also be a fatal error. You must log onto the
correct terminals in the correct order if you wish to best
reach your final destination and destroy the Alien.
Remember: When resuming a previous game, you will
be returned to the beginning of the level. Any terminals
that you have visited and benefited from must be visited
again. Write down any passwords you figure out and
remember the paths you took.

Ending Your Game
There are several ways of ending your game in Alien
Mind. If you wish, you may simply go to the Control
Panel, save your game and turn your machine off.

. Running out of Energy at any time during the game
wIll cause :your game to end also. You will see a picture of
yourself lyIng on the floor. Pressing a key will return you
to the high scores screen.
If you were da~ntless en?ugh to gain a score higher
than one of the prevIOUS top flve scores, you will be able
to type your name in. Pressing [RETURN] will save this
new high scores list to disk. If you do not wish to save
YO~lr hig~ score, eject the disk, write protect it, and
re-Insert It before pressing return.

Control
While exploring the Space Station there are many
commands t~at ~ill help you control what you see and
hear. Below IS a lIst of commands that you will often find
useful.
Ctrl-A: This switches from current control to mouse
control of the character.
Ctrl-C or C~rl-Op.en-Apple-ESC: This will allow you to
go to the Aben MInd Control Panel. This is where you will
be able to save games, resume games, and make
character disks. Please read on for a more detailed
description of these functions.
Ctrl-J: This switches to joystick control.
Ctrl-K: This switches to keyboard control.

This intentional type of ending is, of course, far
more preferable than the unintentional type.

Ctrl-P: Background music on/off switch (this will seem
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to do nothing if sound has already been turned off)

Making Character Disks

Ctrl-R: This key will allow you to restart your game. You
will be returned to the High Scores screen, and then to
the Option screen shortly.

In order to either save or restore your game, you
must first make a character disk. Choose the Make
Character Disk option from the control panel, and insert
a blank disk in drive one. Press return to format this
disk.

Ctrl-S: By hitting this key, you may toggle between
sound on and sound off.
<- -> : By pressing the up and down arrow keys you
may control the volume of the sound that you hear.

ESC: By pressing "ESC" you may pause your game. The
only way to restart it is to press "ESC" once more.
RETURN: When facing a terminal, pressing
[RETURN] will allow you to log onto it.

Alien Mind Control Panel
By pressing either Ctrl-C or Ctrl-Open-Apple-ESC,
you will reach the Alien Mind Control Panel. Here, you
will find several very valuable functions, as you will not be
able to complete your quest in one playing.
Important: None of the Control Panel functions will
work correctly if your character disk is write protected.
To choose an option in the Control Panel, use the
arrow keys to select the appropriate option, and then
press [RETURN] to choose it.
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Saving Games
Saving your game will allow you to turn the
computer off or die and still resume your game where
you left off. However, this function will save your stats
exactly as you had them when you started the level.
When you resume your game you must re-log onto all
terminals in order and refind any useful items or clues
that you attained on that level.
In order to save your game, choose the save game
option. Insert your character disk into drive one, and
press the number under which you wish to save your
game (1-8).
Resuming Games
This option will allow you to resume a game that you
left off at an earlier time. Choose the resume game
option and insert your character disk in drive one. By
pressing the appropriate number 0-8), you will be able to
continue on with your unfinished journey.
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END USER LICENSE AGREEMENT
1.
LICENSE. You have a non-exclusive, non-transferable, personal right to use
the enclosed computer program on one computer at a time. You may transfer the
program physically, but never electronically or via a network, from one computer to
another. You may not modify nor translate the program or its documentation
without the prior written consent of PBI Software. YOU MAY NOT USE,
TRANSFER, ALTER, OR COpy THE PROGRAM OR ANY PORTION THEREOF, OR
ITS DOCUMENTATION OR ANY COPIES THEREOF IN ANY WAY CONTRARY
TO THIS AGREEMENT.

Credits
Programming: Robin Kar
Graphics: Matthew Crysdale
Thanks to: John Brooks, Glen Osako, William Low,
Darren Codd, Greg Thomas, Mike Winkler, Mike
Goidache, Jeff Shih, David Klein, and Sanji Kar.
Special Thanks to: Todd Daugherty.

2.
COPIES & TRANSFER. You may not make any copies of the ALIEN MIND
DISKS. Should you accidentally damage your original diskette, call our technical
support department for further assistance. PBI will only support the program and its
documentation to the original purchaser. You may not lease or rent the programs to
a third party without PBI's prior written approval.
3.
COPYRIGHT. The program and its documentation are copyrighted. All
copies other than the original program diskette are in violation of this Agreement.
4.
TERM. This license shall continue until terminated when you either: a)
destroy the program and its documentation in your possession; or b) violate any of
the provisions of this Agreement. Upon such termination, you shall return all
copies of the program and its documentation to PBI, or destroy them.

Copyright © PBI Software, Inc. 1988

5.
LIMITED WARRANTY. This program and manual are sold on an "as is"
basis and without warranty, either express or implied, including but not limited to:
the implied warranties of appropriateness and fitness for a particular purpose. Due
to the diversity of hardware environments in which this program may be used, the
entire risk of results and performance of the product and data is assumed by you.
You are advised to test the program thoroughly for appropriateness to your intended
uses prior to placing any reliance on it. This warranty gives you specific rights, and
you may have other rights, which vary from state to state. PBI warrants to the
original purchaser only that all materials furnished by PBI are free from defects in
materials and workmanship when subjected to normal use, for a period of ninety
(90) days following the date of purchase on your receipt. PBI's entire liability and
your sole exclusive remedy shall be the replacement of any diskette not meeting this
limited warranty and which is returned to PBI. PBI will only replace diskettes
provided you have completed and returned the Warranty Registration Card and
contacted PBI's customer service department for an RMA number prior to shipping
back your package. Failure of the diskette due to accident, abuse, or misapplication of
the product absolves PBI from any obligation to replace the diskette under this
warranty.
NEITHER PBI NOR ANY OTHER PARTY INVOLVED IN THE CREATION,
PRODUCTION, OR DELIVERY OF THE PROGRAM, WHETHER EMPLOYED OR
NOT BY PBI OR ITS SUBSIDIARIES SHALL BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,
INDIRECT, CONSEQUENTIAL, OR INCIDENTAL DAMAGES ARISING FROM
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THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THIS PRODUCT, WHETHER OR NOT PBI HAS
BEEN INFORMED OF ANY SUCH POSSIBLE CLAIM OR DAMAGE. CERTAIN
STATES DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OF LIABILITY FOR
CONSEQUENTIAL OR INCIDENTAL DAMAGES THEREFORE, THIS LIMITATION
MAY NOT APPLY TO YOu. HOWEVER, YOU AGREE THAT ANY DAMAGES
SHALL BE LIMITED IN AGGREGATE AMOUNT OF THE PURCHASE PRICE OF
THE PROGRAM. IN THE EVENT THAT ANY PORTION OF THIS LIMITED
WARRANTY IS FOUND TO BE INSUFFICIENT, THE REMAINDER OF THIS
WARRANTY SHALL REMAIN IN FULL FORCE AND EFFECT.
6.
UPDATES. If PBI has not received a registration card from you, PBI has no
duty to make updates available to you. There may be additional fees for any update.
PBI has no obligation to create such updates.
7.
CHOICE OF LAW. This Agreement shall be governed by the laws of the State
of California as if between residents of said state and as if the contract were wholly
executed and performed in said state.
8.
SEVERABILITY. Should any portion of this Agreement be invalidated by
judicial or legislative action, such portion shall be enforced to the fullest extent
permitted by law without effect to the remainder of this Agreement.
9.
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT. Your use of this program affirms that you have
read this agreement, understand it, and agree to be bound by its contents. You also
acknowledge that this is the complete and exclusive statement of agreement between
the parties and it supersedes all prior verbal or written representations or
agreements regarding this product.

Alien Mind is a trademark of PBI Software, Inc. Apple IIGS is a trademark of Apple
Computer, Inc. SuperSonic is a trademark of MDIdeas, Inc.
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